new modes of scholarly book publishing in indigenous studies darcy cullen and allan bell Initiatives in the digital humanities; advances in library, archiving, and information sciences; and innovative First Nations community-based language and cultural heritage projects demand that the scholarly communications infrastructure evolve to improve access to and mobilize knowledge in its written, oral, and visual forms. The field of Indigenous studies raises interesting challenges and opportunities for multimodal publishing and for new kinds of partnerships to support research and publication. This paper discusses the collaborative efforts of the University of British Columbia Press, University of British Columbia Library, and University of Washington Press to develop a dynamic new resource for Indigenous research, education, and cultural programs, which places the scholarly book at its centre. It considers the changing nature of scholarly publishing, the expanding definition of the scholarly record, and the specific context of cultural heritage projects.
reminds us. 'There's always a writing group, there's a reading group, there's a group of people who gave feedback when you went to X place to give a talk.'
1 The book is infused with the interactions that see it develop from germinal stage to cogent published work -authors and acquiring editors conspiring over lunch at conferences, peer reviewers stirring the mash and distilling off the vapours, typesetters and designers fashioning its appearance -and with the conventions that mark its finished form. In its complex weaving and invocation of other works, the scholarly book is not only a fertile repository of ideas, knowledge, and research; it is also inherently social. If we sometimes take that for granted, the dynamic nature of the digital environment makes quite apparent the collaborative nature of the book and has the potential to heighten its function as a hub of 'networked' knowledge.
In Editors, Scholars, and the Social Text, I took a sociological approach to book production. My interest there was in the ways in which the scholarly book carries the traces of its production and how the digital environment is changing the configuration of roles in scholarly publishing. Allan and I retain this twofold approach, where form, content, and actors coalesce, in describing a new project that we are developing at the University of British Columbia (UBC) with the University of Washington Press. Our contribution to this special section on the future of Canadian university presses centres on what it is that we publish, the new forms and processes of book publication, and the changing roles and relationships that they engender. To imagine the future of the press is to imagine the future of the book.
In 1989 textual scholar Peter Shillingsburg remarked that 'the influence of production on the book does not begin when the author hands a completed manuscript to the publisher; it begins when the author raises his pen for the first word of a work intended for publication, because of a consciousness of the way books get published.'
2 So when today's author puts his fingertips to the keyboard for the first word of his new publication, what kind of book is he imagining? Does he ask himself what he will do with the statistical data sets that led him to his conclusions on political behaviour and government accountability? Does he wonder whether he can incorporate the results compiled in Participedia's catalogued comparisons of political processes, just as he would quote a passage from a book -though in this case the excerpt would be rich media? In the next building over, how is art historian Avenir imagining her next book on the teachings of master carver Jesse and storyteller Charlie, who over a period of seven months retold the legends of their people and discussed the philosophies and practices of their craft? As she reflects on how Story of Raven and Story of Sisituil inspired the wonderful cedar-carved and copper-beaten creations now housed at the museum, in both physical and digital holdings, does she ask herself if these visual records and her oral history recordings could be incorporated to illustrate and support her argument about provenance, forms, and styles?
going digital: a publishing infrastructure for indigenous studies If Web 2.0 is changing the nature of the scholarly record, how is this influencing the production and publication of scholarly books? To answer this question in a concerted, coordinated way, the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation in 2014 launched a new call for proposals in the Scholarly Communications and Information Technology program. The objective was, and is, to fill the gaps in the infrastructure and process of scholarly digital publishing. Significant among the funding requirements was the stipulation of a partnership between a university press and a museum, library, or another organization involved in publishing. In 2015 the foundation awarded grants for major collaborative projects that address distinctive aspects in the continuum of publishing activities: from editing multimedia content and redefining the relationship among the publication, its primary sources, and other pertinent related materials; to clearing rights for images and multimedia content in an online environment; and to peer reviewing the publication's suite of digital content materials.
3
These experiments, capacity-building projects, or pilot infrastructure components, depending on how they mature, respond to the expanding definition of the scholarly record and thus the scope of content destined for publication and dissemination. As an example, the University of Michigan Press, now integrated into the University of Michigan Library, is taking the lead in a collaborative project involving the university presses at Indiana, Minnesota, Northwestern, and Penn State to develop a new platform and workflow for the publication and preservation of digitally enriched humanities monographs. The books they have selected for digital enhancement are ideal examples of the need for multimedia books in such fields as film and media studies, theatre and performance, and music and musicology. The titles may incorporate film clips, sound recordings, interpretive essays, 3-D models, musical scores, librettos, and more. Academia has long anchored its research methods, theories, and pedagogies in print technology, and the book remains a primary mode of publication. The scholarly book has started to make its way to the digital environment, mainly through static PDFs and EPUBs, and to nestle itself in among the software tools, computer models, databases, and blogs that are increasingly the tools of the research trade. As scholars increasingly use media as analysis, the digital book is bound to take on different forms.
Just as media studies, musicology, and performing arts research invites multimedia forms of publication that carry with them particular constraints and expectations, so too do cultural heritage studies gain from digital formats and raise their own set of issues that will drive the goals and design of a digital infrastructure for scholarly book publishing. Oral histories and language revitalization projects, for example, invite a combination of textual and multimedia forms of research and are meaningful resources not only for scholars but also for the public. Consider the creation of the Centre for Oral History and Digital Storytelling at Concordia University, which takes its research into the streets and onto the Web. It houses, among others, the Montreal Life Stories project, which explores the experiences and memories of people displaced by mass violence and human rights abuses who have sought refuge in Quebec. Researchers interviewed survivors of the Holocaust, the Rwandan and Cambodian genocides, and political violence in Haiti, Latin America, and South Asia. Giving the survivors a say in how the research and interviews would be conducted, the researchers sought to understand what the experiences meant to the survivors and how these stories could be retold for others to understand the human impact of mass displacement. The interviews were integrated into online digital stories, audio walks, radio programs, art installations, and pedagogical resources, offering people multiple ways of accessing and interacting with this rich, sensitive record of accounts and analysis. Open-source storytelling toolkits, including visualization tools and video tutorials, were also made available for all students and scholars undertaking oral and public history research. The project and interviews also gave rise to book publications. UBC Press is the publisher of a set of three books, sold as stand-alone print books and e-editions. It was critical to the research teams, however, that the books remain a part of the project's full suite of outcomes and resources. The solution for linking the books to the project was found in graphic design: the covers reflect the project's aesthetic and carry the project's name and the centre's logo.
In the United States, a major oral history project chronicles African American life during the age of legal segregation in the American South, from the 1890s to the 1950s. Part of a team of researchers conducting a series of interviews with over 1000 people, Anne Valk and Leslie Brown featured excerpts from these interviews in their book Living with Jim Crow: African American Women and Memories of the Segregated South (Palgrave Macmillan, 2010), which won the 2011 Oral History Association's biennial book award. The research project was undertaken by the Center for Documentary Studies at Duke University, which shaped a thorough, searchable collection of over 400 oral history interviews called 'Behind the Veil: Documenting African American Life in the Jim Crow South.' With this multimedia project, not only can we learn about the individual experiences and memories of those who lived in the Jim Crow South and who participated in the study; we can listen to them speak, hearing their voices, intonations, and inflections as they share their recollections, and we can read, search, and study the full transcripts of their interviews. While the book and the collection remain separate, new publishing platforms present the opportunity to produce books that feature and combine a wide range of research tools and methods that enhance understanding of cultural histories and legacies.
At UBC Press and the University of Washington Press, Indigenous studies is a core part of our respective publishing programs. We publish a rich variety of monographs, dictionaries, atlases, and place-name books and now seek to make content available in ways that will be most relevant for scholars, students, and First Nations communities. As authors engage in community-based work and express their thought in multimodal ways, we wish to offer a digital infrastructure that supports current methodologies and practices, including collaborative methods of research, now a prevalent mode of scholarship.
In Canada, a colonial legacy is being reversed. Major efforts and initiatives are under way to reclaim cultural and linguistic forms that were suppressed, dampened, and endangered. New media provide the means to animate rich cultural legacies and to bring heritage and scholarship into new and useful contexts. Across the country, First Nations endeavouring to document and sustain their cultural patrimony are harnessing digital technologies through local initiatives and/or in concert with organizations and institutions. These initiatives are diverse and creative; they range from digitizing archives to modelling 3-D objects, and include creating digital resources for pedagogical purposes, developing community broadband service delivery in remote regions, designing apps for texting in heritage languages, and creating soundscapes that blend traditional and modern sounds. 4 Since traditional knowledge encompasses stories, song, dance, and visual arts not transmitted through written text, modern technologies (such as video and audio recordings) lend themselves particularly well to cultural transmission and preservation in Indigenous studies.
Today, researchers and communities are working together to document, record, conserve, and sustain cultural knowledge. Indigenous individuals and groups take part in designing research projects; they are recognized experts in Indigenous knowledge and history, and they often share authorship with scholars. For communities, these collaborations lead to a wide range of practical ends: the preservation and revitalization of language, history, and culture; the identification of traditional territories and resources; and the education and engagement of community members.
5 These communities have a stake in the research undertaken about them, the places they live, and other Indigenous peoples around the world. Authors and local communities often note, however, that fruitful collaborations often end once a manuscript is 'in press.' At that point, the academic author assumes full responsibility for seeing the book through the editorial and production processes to publication. And when authors and publishers do attempt to do justice to the rich content at their disposal (audio files, film, images of cultural artefacts), they run up against a publication process that reinstates old authorial hierarchies and the limitations of the printed book.
In these fields, there is a pressing need for a different kind of publishing, both for collaborative authorship and for more flexible, interactive publications that can include rich media and gather materials scattered in museums and archives across the continent and in local heritage centres, from the Smithsonian Institution in Washington, DC, to the Pitt Rivers Museum in Oxford, England, and the U'Mista Cultural Centre at the northern tip of Vancouver Island, British Columbia. At the same time, questions of ownership, control, access, and possession (OCAP) of intellectual property and cultural materials are key considerations for Indigenous communities, who since the time of contact with settler populations have seen their cultural content stolen, misappropriated, and misrepresented. There may also be protocols in place that limit who has the right, for example, to tell certain stories, to whom they are allowed to be told, and even when and where they can be told.
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How can the publishing infrastructure support collaborative research projects and appropriate sharing and dissemination in some of the core disciplines of Indigenous studies (history, anthropology, art history, museum studies, archaeology, law, religion, linguistics)? That question lies at the heart of the partnership project led by UBC Press, the University of Washington Press, and UBC Library.
7 Through a new initiative, we aim to offer a technologically significant way of gathering, publishing, archiving, accessing, and repurposing significant resources related to the study of Indigenous cultures, histories, and places. Based on our long-term experience in publishing in this field, as well as conversations, workshops, and an informal survey of authors, we have identified the most desirable features of a digital publishing project:
an immersive, interactive experience and support for collaborative authorship; seamless navigation across different kinds of content from a range of sources and holdings (local, institutional, academic, etc.); the ability to access, share, and repurpose material while respecting cultural protocols and different understandings of OCAP; 8 a resource that benefits both academia and Indigenous communities; and long-term protection and preservation of the fruits of collaborative research and publication.
In response we are imagining the 'book' as a hub for multimedia and Web-based collaborative research and knowledge sharing. Using a constellation of open-source technologies, we are developing a flexible, culturally sensitive digital platform that connects scholarly works related to Indigenous cultures of the Pacific Northwest to community-based language, heritage, and knowledge. Our goal is to produce a growing collection of interactive Digital Multi-Path Books that will serve as prototypes for digital book production and publishing in Indigenous studies; and a platform for interactive exchange between academia and First Nations, with a robust system for long-term preservation of digital assets.
Scholars and Indigenous communities will be able to work together in this space to co-create and share content, and they will be able to present their findings in innovative ways that both respect and combine mainstream academic and Indigenous frameworks and protocols. In turn, readers will be able to review, comment on, repurpose, or annotate that content. The 'book' remains the organizing principle in the selection and editing of multimedia, networked materials that form integral parts of the work. In contrast with the fixed, linear format of the printed book or eBook, however, Digital Multi-Path Books will organize and present content in different ways for different audiences. We will design navigational 'paths' through the textual and media content so that readers can choose the format that best suits their needs or skip from one path to another.
9 For example, scholars will be able to delve into the historiography, theoretical underpinnings, or complete textual analysis of a work, while community-based readers will be able to focus on materials or multimedia germane to their goals in language acquisition or cultural knowledge transmission. For instructors and students, content can be clustered by topic or theme, and groups can work together on classroom assignments.
A key component of the project is its attention to the theoretical, ethical, and practical implications of access to and use of Indigenous knowledge and heritage in a digital environment. New tools have been designed that make it possible to consider alternatives or extensions to common notices of ownership and access permissions and restrictions. For example, Traditional Knowledge (TK) labels can be used to supplement conventional copyright and Creative Commons licences. Originating with Mukurtu and developed by Local Contexts (initiatives to help Indigenous communities manage their intellectual property and cultural heritage in a digital environment), TK labels were designed to add information about protocols for access and use to any digital asset. As Local Context's website states, [The labels were] designed to identify and clarify which material has community-specific, gendered and high-level restrictions. This is especially with respect to important sacred and/or ceremonial material, material that has seasonal conditions of use and/or materials specifically designed for sharing and outreach with others. The TK Labels also provide an option for correcting the public historical record. For instance, a TK Label can include information that might be considered 'missing,' including the name of the community who remains the cultural custodian of the material, what conditions of use are deemed appropriate, and how to contact the relevant family, clan, or community to arrange appropriate permissions.
In the context of our project, these labels can give authors a flexible way to handle and integrate culturally sensitive content into the prototypes and, at the same time, raise awareness about appropriate use and sharing of Indigenous heritage material.
The Reciprocal Research Network (RRN) also offers provisions for cultural content and contexts. Co-developed by the Musqueam Indian Band, the Stó :lo# Nation/Tribal Council, the U'mista Cultural Society, and the Museum of Anthropology at UBC, the RRN allows communities, cultural institutions, and researchers to search and view material from twenty-six museums and cultural centres from around the world. It takes a culturally sensitive approach to the control and management of digital heritage materials in an institutional setting. Born out of a desire to decolonize museum practices, the RRN facilitates the reciprocal sharing of information between users and institutions. Users have access to digital holdings -artefacts and their records -and communities can respond to the data, either correcting erroneous information or adding missing information and community-based knowledge about the artefacts.
10 By integrating the RRN into the publishing platform, we will enable authors to add content and metadata from a source supporting communitybased vetting. These partnerships represent our effort to provide options for circulating knowledge digitally when alternative understandings of cultural access rights and intellectual property are in play.
And if 'bit rot' -the degradation of software and hardware that could make our files useless in the future -is of concern to us all, the context of vulnerable materials and endangered languages, objects, and customs in Indigenous studies brings the question of long-term access to the forefront. For that reason, planning this digital publishing infrastructure necessarily involves the expert guidance of professional librarians and archivists to anticipate preservation needs, to privilege access, and to respect Indigenous communities' desire to have a say in how their cultural heritage is housed and accessed. As the Mellon Foundation stated in its 2014 annual report, 'digital publication initiatives cannot be separate from deliberate action to preserve new additions to the scholarly record.' 11 swing your partner: configuring roles As the previous section suggests, the collaborative nature of scholarly research and publishing as envisioned for authors through the platform also extends to the development of the project itself. To design and build the project, UBC Press and UBC Library sought out partners, and, with the University of Washington Press, our team includes Indigenous studies scholars, museum curators, interaction design researchers, and specialists in intellectual property issues, information design, and digital resource management. As the scope of content for publication expands, so too must the roles and relationships in scholarly communications evolve.
If electronic publishing has provoked tensions between libraries and publishers, members of each group can acknowledge that our futures are unlikely to involve morphing into 'publarians' and 'lublishers,' terms waggishly coined at a Charleston Conference and subsequently interpreted as capturing a world in which divisions between publishers and librarians that now seem intractable would dissolve, simply because the evolving ecosystem of scholarly communication would compel us to learn new skills from each other. Although our professions are a long way from becoming indistinguishable (nor is such an outcome likely or even desirable), publishers and librarians increasingly have occasion to appreciate each other's skills.
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Which is precisely what the new Mellon-funded publishing projects encourage for partnership models of digital publishing.
In their article 'The Evolving Scholarly Record,' Brian Lavoie and coauthors neatly summarize the nature and scope of the scholarly record and offer a framework for the configuration of stakeholder roles. By paring down the issues and attending to both librarians and publishers, the framework is useful for thinking about our respective places in the 'pathway by which materials comprising the scholarly record are created, managed, and consumed.'
13 They offer a framework based on four categories of activities, noting that 'the traditional roles inherited from the print-centric version of the scholarly record-Create, Fix, Collect, Useare still relevant in today's environment. ' 14 This holds despite the multiple tools now available to scholars to research, analyse, produce, critique, and revise; and despite the concomitant reconceptualization of what constitutes legitimate scholarly methods, evidence, and discussion. 15 They argue that although social media and participatory tools can be used to create a closed circuit of creators and users (e.g., blogs and Flickr, where the author is also publisher and collector), digital forms of communication still lend themselves to various stakeholder configurations. We would add that 'gaps in performance' for various functions are leading to expanded roles for publishers, who not only 'fix' but often perform a generative function in scholarly production, and also for librarians, who not only 'collect' but organize and curate content in meaningful ways. In short, a breadth of functions is still to be performed, not all of them optimally by the author/creator or reader/consumer: 'As a scholar confronts these issues [of working in a digital environment], sooner or later she will likely encounter the limits of her knowledge and skills and recognize the need -indeed, the necessity -for collaboration.'
16
Even as digital humanities scholars develop more sophisticated authoring and publishing tools, and human brains are being retrained by intelligent devices, 17 the transformation of scholarly communications is occurring within an existing ecosystem. Writers, publishers, libraries, archives, and museums contribute expertise to scholarly communication in ways that continue to evolve. There is certainly potential for overlap in some of what we do (this paper is based on a presentation given at the Library Publishing Forum, no less).
18 But rather than mutating into hybrid forms of publarians or muchivists, it seems that evolving together may, at least for the moment, be a matter of collaborating to share skills, resources, and expertise. By working together, we can learn from each other and recalibrate our roles, both in relation to each other and in relation to changing external and internal demands. 19 Although no one is predicting the 'disintermediation' or elimination of book publishers and libraries in the socially interactive environment of online research, teaching, and learning, the modernization of our roles and activities is an ongoing process. Visual artists, videographers, Web designers, and interaction design specialists, whether they become new partners or new staff members, may become natural extensions of the book publishing community. Similarly, librarians and archivists are being trained to specialize in research data curation, digital discovery, electronic records management, and distance learning and research services.
In our proposed digital initiative for Indigenous studies, we are extending traditional functions to suit the new medium of knowledge exchange. UBC Press and the University of Washington Press, leading publishers of Indigenous studies, are contributing their expertise in editorial methods for content of high intellectual merit and cultural significance and in marketing to a wide audience of educated readers. We will adjust and refine this expertise for born-digital books and adopt semantic Web publishing tools. For its part, UBC Library's Digital Programs and Services will further community outreach through technology and meet the new challenges of preserving digital assets -so critical to a project dedicated to the legacy of First Nations heritage and culture. In her assessment of the potential benefits of press-library collaboration, Monica McCormick reminds us that 'in print, if publishers use acid-free paper and durable bindings, they have done their part. But for digital publishing, the preservation expertise of libraries may be a critical skill to ensure sustainability.' 20 coda: print books and digital reading Wrapped around the glass-railed staircase of UBC Library, the large common spaces on each floor host students gathered over laptops and tablets, studying, chatting, reading, and surfing. The conversation at one of the round tables is lively, and the group bubbles up with laughter intermittently. A few dozen students are comfortably slumped in the red-cushioned seats that line the walls, ear buds in, eyes fixed on a screen, while others move about greeting and leaving each other in a syncopated rhythm. Off to the left are the doors to the stacks and silent study area. The turnstiles clunk softly at irregular intervals. This is where patrons come for quiet contemplation. They might be doing research online or reading a book plucked from the shelf or writing their midterm paper and finding inspiration in both secondary source material and the view through the window. But a smaller number of them will be signing out a book as they leave, compared to the patrons of ten years ago.
At UBC Library -the largest library in the province, with fifteen branches and divisions -the circulation of physical items has dropped considerably over the past decade (see Figure 1 , with data current at the time of writing in 2016). The increase in expenditures for electronic resources reflects a demand for digital access to materials and services; the most significant single service point is now the website. In the 2014 fiscal year, 'Google Analytics recorded 10.81 million unique sessions on the site compared to a gate count of roughly 3.75 million for all the physical branches combined. For many of the library's users, the website is the only library service that they use, and even for those who routinely use the library's physical spaces and in-person services, it is often the starting point.' read an eBook jumped from 21 to 37 percent during the same period. This trend is part of the overall movement away from print and towards online books. As early as 2010, Amazon announced that it was selling more eBooks than hardcover editions; by 2011, that figure also included paperbacks.
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As literary critic Katherine Hayles summarizes in 'How We Read,' 'reading has always been constituted through complex and diverse practices. Now it is time to rethink what reading is and how it works in the rich mixtures of words and images, sounds and animations, graphics and letters that constitute the environments of twenty-first-century literacies.'
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Digital book formats have already been standardized and normalized, although standards change and the integration of those materials into the research and teaching cycle is unfinished.
In his introduction to a special issue of Against the Grain on reading in the digital age, university librarian Tony Horava remarks that 'the traditional dominance of text is being replaced by a variety of mixed media that changes how we create meaning when we are absorbing different content in our brains, in simultaneous feeds of information. We learn and create knowledge on multiple levels; we engage with physical, virtual, and hybrid communities on a continuous and seamless basis.' There may be little consensus on the reading habits and learning competencies of online reading, with much more research to be done in that area, but as Horava asserts, 'in the midst of this feverish and unpredictable revolution, there are a few things we do know. Reading will continue to be integral for intellectual development, personal growth and identity, and connecting us with knowledge. There will be a growing proliferation of reading technologies that enhance the user experience of scholarly and popular content. The ubiquity and abundance of reading means that literacy and critical thinking are more important than ever before.' 24 Increasingly, students and scholars are spending their time online, and the book has to find its place in that social, interactive space. Digitally enhanced and networked books provide the means to realize this transition of the staple of social science and humanities expression into a multimedia, sharing environment that, in Horava . This open-source software is designed for the authoring and publishing of multimodal 'long-form narratives.' The ability to design navigational paths helps us to shape content for different audiences. It also raises new questions about the complex but often taken-for-granted relationships between form and content. The latter is a central concern to a publisher's production and design departments. Not only do we choose text and cover designs based on the book's subject and audience to fashion lists with the right look and feel, but different disciplines have also shaped conventions in the presentation of their research and analysis. Increasingly, we are becoming aware and taking account of the physicality of electronic writing and reading, not just as problems to be remedied or avoided (tables that don't fit, fonts that don't work in eBooks, e-readers that make PDFs cumbersome to read, content that distracts rather than enhances readability) but as future formats that don't attempt to simulate the printed book and that recognize that 'conceptualization is intimately tied in with implementation, design decisions
